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DAVID AND SOLOMON: IN SEARCH OF THE BIBLE'S SACRED
KINGS AND THE ROOTS OF THE WESTERN TRADITION
there has been an explosion of recent discoveries in biblical archaeology. these
finds have shed powerful light on figures and stories from the bible -- and
completely changed what we know about some of its most famous characters. the
reputations of the first great kings, david and solomon, evolved over hundreds of
years. in david and solomon, leading archaeologists israel there has been an
explosion of recent discoveries in biblical archaeology. these finds have shed
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powerful light on figures and stories from the bible -- and completely changed
what we know about some of its most famous characters. the reputations of the
first great kings, david and solomon, evolved over hundreds of years. in david and
solomon, leading archaeologists israel finkelstein and neil asher silberman focus
on the two great leaders as a window into the entire biblical era. david and
solomon covers one thousand years of ancient civilization, separating fact from
legend and proving that the roots of the western tradition lie very deep. ...more

THE SINS OF SCRIPTURE: EXPOSING THE BIBLE'S TEXTS OF HATE
TO REVEAL THE GOD OF LOVE
in the sins of scripture, bishop john shelby spong takes on a thematic exploration
of the bible, carefully analyzing those passages that inform some of our key
debates, like the role of women in the church and in society, and homosexuality,
to name just two. beyond that he also looks at scriptures that have helped shape
culture and history -- bringing to light the undercur in the sins of scripture, bishop
john shelby spong takes on a thematic exploration of the bible, carefully analyzing
those passages that inform some of our key debates, like the role of women in the
church and in society, and homosexuality, to name just two. beyond that he also
looks at scriptures that have helped shape culture and history -- bringing to light
the undercurrent of anti-semitism he finds in the gospels, for example. the journey
is particularly compelling because bishop spong believes in and values the good
the bible has brought to many through the ages. his goal is not to define the bible
itself as something to be set aside, but instead to honor and value what he loves
about it while still labeling what he dramatically calls "texts of terror" for what
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they are. the true joy of the book is found in spong's vigorous intellect, which he
shines bright in an attempt to catch a reflection of the age, culture and
circumstances in which the texts he examines were written. like an archaeologist
working with ideas instead of tools, he removes the rocks, brushes away the
sediment and reports on what he finds. what were the roots and cultural realities
behind the scriptures that define the role of women in the church? what were the
hopes and fears driving the writers who condemned homosexuality in such stark
terms? what is the justification behind scriptures recommending "the rod of
correction" (or as bishop spong simply labels it: "[t]he physical abuse of
children…".) whether or not you agree with some of his musings along the way,
many of his conclusions are hard to argue with. putting aside the issue of divine
origin of the bible, no one can deny passages have been used in service of very
human ends. finally, the sins of scriptures can be seen as a careful observer of
what those ends have been. and when taken on those terms, it makes an
interesting read, regardless of one's religious background.--ed dobeas ...more
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A LAMP UNTO MY FEET: THE BIBLE'S LIGHT FOR YOUR DAILY
WALK
"to me, the commandments, all that the word of god comprises, are a lamp."-elisabeth elliot elisabeth elliot had an early acquaintance with the bible. before she
could read or write, god's holy words were read aloud to her twice a day. in her
life, this gift of a deep and personal association with scripture has been priceless: a
drink in times of thirst, an inspiration in "to me, the commandments, all that the
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word of god comprises, are a lamp."--elisabeth elliot elisabeth elliot had an early
acquaintance with the bible. before she could read or write, god's holy words were
read aloud to her twice a day. in her life, this gift of a deep and personal
association with scripture has been priceless: a drink in times of thirst, an
inspiration in times of fear, and a light in times of darkness. join elisabeth elliot
for six months of daily meditations, each holding the power to bring you deeper
into god's abiding love. ...more

WHERE GOD WAS BORN: A DARING ADVENTURE THROUGH THE
BIBLE'S GREATEST STORIES
at a time when america debates its values and the world braces for religious war,
bruce feiler, author of the new york times bestsellers walking the bible and
abraham, travels ten thousand miles through the heart of the middle east—israel,
iraq, and iran—and examines the question: is religion tearing us apart ... or can it
bring us together? where god was born combines the at a time when america
debates its values and the world braces for religious war, bruce feiler, author of
the new york times bestsellers walking the bible and abraham, travels ten
thousand miles through the heart of the middle east—israel, iraq, and iran—and
examines the question: is religion tearing us apart . or can it bring us together?
where god was born combines the adventure of a wartime chronicle, the
excitement of an archaeological detective story, and the insight of personal
spiritual exploration. taking readers to biblical sites not seen by westerners for
decades, feiler's journey uncovers little-known details about the common roots of
judaism, christianity, and islam, and affirms the importance of the bible in today's Readable/Downloadable
world. in his intimate, accessible style, feiler invites readers on a never-in-alifetime experience: israel feiler takes a perilous helicopter dive over jerusalem,
treks through secret underground tunnels, and locates the spot where david
toppled goliath. iraq after being airlifted into baghdad, feiler visits the garden of
eden and the birthplace of abraham, and makes a life-threatening trip to the rivers
of babylon. iran feiler explores the home of the bible's first messiah and uncovers
the secret burial place of queen esther. in where god was born, feiler discovers
that at the birth of western religion, all faiths drew from one another and were
open to coexistence. feiler's bold realization is that the bible argues for interfaith
harmony. it cannot be ceded to one side in the debate over values. feiler urges
moderates to take back the bible and use its powerful voice as a beacon of shared
ideals. in his most ambitious work to date, bruce feiler has written a brave,
uplifting story that stirs the deepest chords of our time. where god was born offers
a rare, universal vision of god that can inspire different faiths to an allegiance of
hope. .more

SHALOM: THE BIBLE'S WORD FOR SALVATION, JUSTICE, AND
PEACE
dr. yoder explains how the bible's teaching of peace can direct the lives of
christians today. booksellers have received many requests for this book in the
aftermath of recent terrorist attacks.
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JEZEBEL: THE UNTOLD STORY OF THE BIBLE'S HARLOT QUEEN
there is no woman with a worse reputation than jezebel, the ancient queen who
corrupted a nation and met one of the most gruesome fates in the bible. her name
alone speaks of sexual decadence and promiscuity. but what if this version of her
story, handed down to us through the ages, is merely the one her enemies wanted
us to believe? what if jezebel, far from being a conni there is no woman with a
worse reputation than jezebel, the ancient queen who corrupted a nation and met
one of the most gruesome fates in the bible. her name alone speaks of sexual
decadence and promiscuity. but what if this version of her story, handed down to
us through the ages, is merely the one her enemies wanted us to believe? what if
jezebel, far from being a conniving harlot, was, in fact, framed? in this remarkable
new biography, lesley hazleton shows exactly how the proud and courageous
queen of israel was vilified and made into the very embodiment of wanton
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wickedness by her political and religious enemies. jezebel brings readers back to
the source of the biblical story, a rich and dramatic saga featuring evil schemes
and underhanded plots, war and treason, false gods and falser humans, and all
with the fate of entire nations at stake. at its center are just one woman and one
man—the sophisticated queen jezebel and the stark prophet elijah. their epic and
ultimately tragic confrontation pits tolerance against righteousness, pragmatism
against divine dictates, and liberalism against conservatism. it is, in other words,
the original story of the unholy marriage of sex, politics, and religion, and it ends
in one of the most chillingly brutal scenes in the entire bible. here at last is the real
story of the rise and fall of this legendary woman—a radically different portrait
with startling contemporary resonance in a world mired once again in religious
wars. ...more

A STORY OF GOD AND ALL OF US: A NOVEL BASED ON THE EPIC
TV MINISERIES &QUOT;THE BIBLE&QUOT;
scripture's greatest stories and most compelling characters come to life in this
sweeping new novel by roma downey and mark burnett. beginning with the
creation of man and ending with the revelation of a new world, readers will revel
in this epic saga of warriors, rebels, poets, and kings, all called upon by god to
reveal his enduring love for mankind. ultimately, god's pl scripture's greatest
stories and most compelling characters come to life in this sweeping new novel by Readable/Downloadable
roma downey and mark burnett. beginning with the creation of man and ending
with the revelation of a new world, readers will revel in this epic saga of warriors,
rebels, poets, and kings, all called upon by god to reveal his enduring love for
mankind. ultimately, god's plan is fulfilled in the story of jesus the messiah,
whose life, death and resurrection brings salvation to one and all. a story of god
and all of us is a companion to the bible, the epic ten-hour mini-series produced
by the authors and televised around the world. ...more

SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE NEEDLE’S EYE:THE WORLD'S
GREATEST DETECTIVE TACKLES THE BIBLE'S ULTIMATE
MYSTERIES
embark on a journey through the old and new testament with sherlock holmes and
dr. john watson as they explore exotic and spice-laden places in search of clues.
the detective and the doctor travel back in time with the help of a moriartydesigned time machine to investigate ten bible destinations, unlocking clues to ten
bible mysteries. the most fascinating crime cases are embark on a journey through
the old and new testament with sherlock holmes and dr. john watson as they
explore exotic and spice-laden places in search of clues. the detective and the
doctor travel back in time with the help of a moriarty-designed time machine to
investigate ten bible destinations, unlocking clues to ten bible mysteries. the most Readable/Downloadable
fascinating crime cases are those that are already solved, those that have been
investigated by the police and brought to a swift, satisfying, and almost inevitable
conclusion. so it is with bible stories which the reader may consider familiar and
unremarkable. but under close scrutiny these stories give up their hidden clues,
their long kept secrets. like a jewel newly polished, they sparkle and shine with a
fresh, introspective light. while traveling back in time to witness certain scenes,
holmes and watson unravel ten different biblical mysteries, including the
following: ?. the hanging tree: why did ahithophel hang himself? ?. righteous
blood is red: is zechariah the son of berekiah or jehoiada in matthew 23? ?. you
miss, you die: why did david take five stones against goliath? ?. dead man
walking: why did jesus delay in coming to lazarus in john 11? ...more
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AND GOD SAID: HOW TRANSLATIONS CONCEAL THE BIBLE'S
ORIGINAL MEANING
for centuries, translations of the bible have obscured our understanding and
appreciation of the original text. now and god said provides readers with an
authoritative account of significant mistranslations and shows how new translation
methods can give readers their first glimpse into what the bible really means. and
god said uncovers the often inaccurate or misleading e for centuries, translations
of the bible have obscured our understanding and appreciation of the original text.
now and god said provides readers with an authoritative account of significant
mistranslations and shows how new translation methods can give readers their
first glimpse into what the bible really means. and god said uncovers the often
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inaccurate or misleading english translations of the hebrew bible and the new
testament that quotes from it. sometimes the familiar english is just misleading.
other times the mistakes are more substantial. but the errors are widespread. this
book tackles such issues as what's wrong with the ten commandments (starting
with the word "commandments"), the correct description of the "virgin" birth, and
the surprisingly modern message in the song of solomon, as well as many other
unexpected but thought-provoking revelations. acclaimed translator dr. joel m.
hoffman sheds light on the original intention of the text and the newly developed
means that readers can use to get closer to it. in and god said his fresh approach
has united the topics of religion, language, and linguistics to offer the first modern
understanding since the bible was written. ...more

CATHOLICISM AND FUNDAMENTALISM: THE ATTACK ON
&QUOT;ROMANISM&QUOT; BY &QUOT;BIBLE
CHRISTIANS&QUOT;
karl keating defends catholicism from fundamentalist attacks and explains why
fundamentalism has been so successful in converting "romanists". after showing
the origins of fundamentalism, he examines representative anti-catholic groups
and presents their arguments in their own words. his rebuttals are clear, detailed,
and charitable. special emphasis is given to the script karl keating defends
catholicism from fundamentalist attacks and explains why fundamentalism has
been so successful in converting "romanists". after showing the origins of
fundamentalism, he examines representative anti-catholic groups and presents
their arguments in their own words. his rebuttals are clear, detailed, and
charitable. special emphasis is given to the scriptural basis for catholic doctrines
and beliefs. ...more
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30 DAYS WITH JESUS (THE DAILY BIBLE®)
in a format sensitive to today's busy lifestyles, bestselling author and creator of
"the daily bible" lagard smith takes readers on a life-changing, 30-day walk
through the gospels. each day's devotion begins with a portion of matthew, mark,
luke, or john and concludes with a fresh insight that will draw readers closer to
jesus. the gospel message provides daily strength a in a format sensitive to today's
busy lifestyles, bestselling author and creator of "the daily bible" lagard smith
takes readers on a life-changing, 30-day walk through the gospels. each day's
devotion begins with a portion of matthew, mark, luke, or john and concludes
with a fresh insight that will draw readers closer to jesus. the gospel message
provides daily strength and spiritual nourishment as smith-- presents a
chronological arrangement of the gospel readings makes reading through the
gospels in one month manageable provides thought-provoking devotions on joy,
growth, forgiveness, and more in just a few minutes each day, readers experience
a deeper understanding of god's character and the attributes of the christian life.
formerly "the"" daily gospels." ...more
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NEW AMERICAN STANDARD BIBLE/PEW EDITION/RED LETTER
the new american standard bible has been widely acclaimed as the most literally accurate translation from
the original languages. millions of people, students, scholars, pastors, missionaries, and laypersons alike,
have trusted the nasb, learning from it and applying it to the challenges of their daily lives. now, the
updated nasb increases clarity and readability. vocabul the new american standard bible has been widely
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acclaimed as the most literally accurate translation from the original languages. millions of people,
students, scholars, pastors, missionaries, and laypersons alike, have trusted the nasb, learning from it and
applying it to the challenges of their daily lives. now, the updated nasb increases clarity and readability.
vocabulary, grammar, and sentence structure were carefully reviewed for greater understanding and
smoother. trust, discover and enjoy the nasb for yourself today. ...more
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AUTOCAD 2015 AND AUTOCAD LT 2015 BIBLE
the perfect reference for all autocad users"autocad 2015 and autocad lt 2015 bible"
is the book you want to have close at hand to answer those day-to-day questions
about this industry-leading software. author and autodesk university instructor
ellen finkelstein guides readers through autocad 2015 and autocad lt 2015 with
clear, easy-to-understand instruction and hands-on t the perfect reference for all
autocad users"autocad 2015 and autocad lt 2015 bible" is the book you want to
have close at hand to answer those day-to-day questions about this industryleading software. author and autodesk university instructor ellen finkelstein guides
readers through autocad 2015 and autocad lt 2015 with clear, easy-to-understand
instruction and hands-on tutorials that allow even total beginners to create a
design on their very first day. although simple and fundamental enough to be used
by those new to cad, the book is so comprehensive that even autodesk power users Readable/Downloadable
will want to keep a copy on their desks. here is what you'll find inside the book:
part i: introducing autocad and autocad lt basicspart ii: drawing in two
dimensionspart iii: working with datapart iv: drawing in three dimensionspart v:
organizing and managing drawingspart vi: customizing autocad and autocad ltpart
vii: programming autocadpart viii: appendixesappendix a: installing and
configuring autocad and autocad ltappendix b: autocad and autocad lt resources in
addition, the book also explores advanced techniques like programming with
autolisp and vba, and demonstrates autocad 2015 customization that can smooth
workflow. the companion website contains real-world drawings for each tutorial,
plus bonus chapters and video tutorials. if you need to become an autocad guru,
"autocad 2015 and autocad lt 2015 bible" is the one resource that will get you
there quickly. ...more

THE BABY NURSE BIBLE: SECRETS ONLY A BABY NURSE CAN
TELL YOU ABOUT HAVING AND CARING FOR YOUR BABY
there are lots of books for expecting and new parents—but this one is something
special. carole kramer arsenault has devoted her career to infant and pregnancy
care, and worked for many years as a labor and delivery nurse, including at
boston’s brigham and women’s hospital. she went on to found boston baby
nurses, where her team of nurses has helped hundreds of first-time there are lots
of books for expecting and new parents—but this one is something special. carole
kramer arsenault has devoted her career to infant and pregnancy care, and worked
for many years as a labor and delivery nurse, including at boston’s brigham and
women’s hospital. she went on to found boston baby nurses, where her team of
nurses has helped hundreds of first-time parents adjust to their new role. now, the
Readable/Downloadable
baby nurse bible brings arsenault’s expert guidance to new parents everywhere.
packed with information parents need for the first trimester of pregnancy through
baby’s first three months, it offers: guidance on first decisions, including choosing
a pediatrician and signing up for childbirth classes answers to hundreds of the
most-asked questions that arsenault fields daily advice on preparing for baby’s
arrival and choosing safe, nontoxic home and baby products a nurse’s perspective
and insider tips on labor, delivery, and how to make the most of the hospital
experience a complete guide to successful breastfeeding, based on arsenault’s
iblce certification flexible daily routines to help parents juggle sleeping, soothing,
playtime—and time for themselves—during those first few months suggestions
for dad’s role in the birth process and beyond helpful illustrations throughout, and
much more! ...more

LSAT READING COMPREHENSION BIBLE: THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE
TO THE READING COMPREHENSION SECTION OF THE LSAT,
FEATURING REAL LSAT PASSAGES AND QUESTIONS
the lsat reading comprehension bible is the ultimate guide for attacking the
reading comprehension section of the lsat. the book features a detailed
methodology for decoding each passage and question, and uses extensive drills
and real lsat passages to teach the concepts and techniques.
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THE MYTHICAL CREATURES BIBLE: EVERYTHING YOU EVER
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT MYTHICAL CREATURES
this title provides a complete guide to the mythical beasts and beings from a
variety of cultures around the world, including mesopotamian, ancient greek,
ancient egyptian and chinese, japanese, nordic, celtic and native american.
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GREAT DAYS WITH THE GREAT LIVES: DAILY INSIGHT FROM
GREAT LIVES OF THE BIBLE
we desperately need role models worth following. authentic heroes. people of
integrity. great lives to inspire us to do better, to climb higher, to stand taller.
?chuck swindoll great days with the great lives is a collection of biographies taken
from the great lives from god's word series. each day provides a scripture
reference and devotional thought based on the experien we desperately need role
models worth following. authentic heroes. people of integrity. great lives to
inspire us to do better, to climb higher, to stand taller. ?chuck swindoll great days
with the great lives is a collection of biographies taken from the great lives from
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god's word series. each day provides a scripture reference and devotional thought
based on the experience of some of the greatest heroes of the bible?men and
women whose authentic walk with god will teach us, encourage us, and warn us.
these profiles in character from one of america's most beloved teachers, chuck
swindoll, offer us hope for the future. they show us that god can do extraordinary
things through ordinary men and women like us. they teach us what it means to be
genuinely spiritual people?people after god's own heart. join us now for 365 great
days with great lives?an exploration into the hearts and lives of god's heroes who
continue to instruct and inspire. ...more

THE POWERSCORE LSAT LOGICAL REASONING BIBLE: A
COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEM FOR ATTACKING THE LOGICAL
REASONING SECTION OF THE LSAT
the powerscore lsat logical reasoning bibletm is a comprehensive how-to manual
for solving every type of logical reasoning question. featuring dozens of real
logical reasoning questions with detailed explanations, the bible is the ultimate
resource for improving your lsat logical reasoning score.
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THE BODY SCULPTING BIBLE FOR WOMEN, THIRD EDITION: THE ULTIMATE
WOMEN'S BODY SCULPTING GUIDE FEATURING THE BEST WEIGHT TRAINING
WORKOUTS &AMP; NUTRITION PLANS GUARANTEED TO HELP YOU GET
TONED &AMP; BURN FAT
new edition featuring the 14-day body sculpting workout and more! it's body sculpting at its best-the best exercises and the best training schedule out there, anywhere. also includes a complete
nutrition guide and diet plan for maximum results. the body sculpting bible for women, third
edition is now bigger and better than ever! now with updated and revised material, it c new
edition featuring the 14-day body sculpting workout and more! it's body sculpting at its best--the
best exercises and the best training schedule out there, anywhere. also includes a complete
nutrition guide and diet plan for maximum results. the body sculpting bible for women, third
edition is now bigger and better than ever! now with updated and revised material, it contains all
the original detailed exercises that made it a best-selling phenomenon, plus: • new rapid body
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sculpting workouts and bodyweight workouts • six new diet plans, including milk-free and ovolacto-vegetarian diets • even more tips and helpful information to keep you motivated and help
you reach your fitness goals this comprehensive guide includes not only exercises but also
nutritional tips, psychological tricks, meal charts, workout graphs, different fitness plans, the
inside scoop on supplements and vitamins, advice on keeping fit while traveling, and
weightlifting information for teens, seniors, and expectant mothers. the 14-day body sculpting
workout for women has been custom designed by experts to sculpt, slim, and strengthen the
unique contours of a woman’s body. the workout never stays the same for long and the results
—toned arms, flat abs, tight buns, lean legs, and curves in all the right places—just keep on
coming. with no diet pills, gimmicks, or gadgets, the body sculpting bible for women, third
edition is the gold standard for body sculpting, and the essential guide to getting you the body of
your dreams. for video channel, online support and much more, visit www.getfitnow.com. ...more
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